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HaystackID unveiled HaystackID 
Discovery Intelligence

 ®

December 2, 2021 “Discovery Intelligence offers a holistic approach to discovery challenges, letting 
users make faster decisions and complete complex tasks more efficiently.”

“As cybersecurity challenges grow, so too does the need for sophisticated tools 
to meet them. We’re proud that ReviewRight Protect has been recognized for 
taking a truly innovative approach to data-breach response.”

HAL BROOKS | Chief Executive Officer

MICHAEL SARLO | Chief Innovation Officer and President of Global Investigations & Cyber Incident 
Response Services

As we recognize E-Discovery Day, we reflect on the events of the past year  
and the developments that have shaped our company and the industry.

“Our clients need to find data quickly, and Reveal’s AI-powered tools help them 
do just that. Our deepened partnership with Reveal allows clients to harness the  
power of AI throughout the discovery process.”
HAL BROOKS | Chief Executive Officer

“When companies use a patchwork of solutions to satisfy their eDiscovery  
needs, it puts a serious burden on them to maintain the quilt. HaystackID Core 
is a breakthrough because it brings a host of complementary offerings together 
in a single place.”

“Many of the emerging privacy laws around the world expect organizations to 
know what data they have, to know where it is physically stored, and be able to 
identify individuals’ personal information in their possession.”

ANDREA WALLACK | President

CHRISTOPHER WALL | Data Protection Officer and Special Counsel, Global Privacy and Forensics

“As you hold more and different types of assets with your bank, the security 
challenges with them grow. It’s much the same with informational assets in 
cyberspace. They are growing all the time, and in 2023 the threats to them 
will be greater than ever.”

JOHN WILSON | Chief Information Security Officer and President of Forensics

“Across all industries, companies want to move to the Cloud. And across  
all industries, they want to ease that move through world-class managed 
services. That’s why we saw a 200% increase in clients and 700% increase  
in seats using RelativityOne.”

ADAM RUBINGER | Chief Client Experience Officer

E-Discovery Day



Chambers USA recognized 
HaystackID for excellence in 
litigation support for fourth 
straight year

HaystackID launched  
Global Advisory Practice

HaystackID acquired Business 
Intelligence Associates

HaystackID completed SOC 2 
Type 2 Audit
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E–Discovery Solutions
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“They really help their clients to think about cyber as a program and build a 
program that is put in place to mitigate risk and help manage incidents when 
they come.”
EDISCOVERY CLIENT QUOTED IN CHAMBERS USA

“The increasing importance of managed services is driven by a simple fact—
technology services can often work better for organizations with the help of 
human expertise. We deliver that through our Global Advisory Practice, which 
consolidates our consulting functions.”
ADAM RUBINGER | Chief Client Experience Officer

“Our acquisition of BIA is our fifth major acquisition in four years. We’re proud of 
that fact—not because of the pace of our M&A activity, but because of how 
significantly those deals have expanded our capabilities. With the addition of 
BIA, HaystackID is positioned strongly for future international growth.”
HAL BROOKS | Chief Executive Officer

“We are dedicated to having industry-leading safeguards in place and are proud 
to participate in security certification programs like the SOC 2 Type 2 audit.”
EVAN CRAGHEAD | Chief Technology Officer

“We are thrilled to be recognized as a Representative E-Discovery Service 
Provider by Gartner for HaystackID Core. Core is designed to be flexible and 
modular, letting clients navigate an increasingly complex data landscape  
on tighter deadlines.”
ANDREA WALLACK | President

“I am privileged to help other women excel in the eDiscovery space and take 
pride in opening opportunities for them. I am lucky to be part of a company that 
supports my ambitious career goals and recognizes the need for  
diverse representation in the technology industry.”

“CFIUS compliance may not have been a top-of-mind concern for enterprises 
over the last decade, but that’s going to change in the next one.”

ANYA KOROLYOV | Vice President of Cyber Incident Response and Custom Solutions

MATTHEW MILLER | Senior Vice President of Information Governance and Data Privacy

Learn more about HaystackID at HaystackID.com.

HaystackID.com

